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"Finally, You Too Can Use This Easy To Understand Backlinks Blueprint To Gain Top 10 Rankings in

Google and Other Search Engines...Starting Today!" Introducing... Surefire Backlinks Blueprint 6 Part

Video Course No, this video series blueprint is not about tricking Google or using blackhat methods,

because ultimately Google will slap you back. In this video series, you'll have access to six

content-packed videos that show you how to drive traffic to your site and to position your site with the

search engines. Video #1 - Introduction to the Backlinks Blueprint In this video, you will learn why you

should focus on creating quality backlinks. You'll be given a quick overview of all the videos in this video

series and how it all works together. You'll also learn what tools you need to get started, which we'll stick

to free tools as much as possible. Video #2 - Backlink Ninja Trick - EDU .EDU sites are seen in Google's

eyes as quality links. However, you can't just put your link on a bunch of EDU blogs. Before you go about

doing this, there are several things you need to pay close attention. In this video you will learn shortcuts

to finding EDU blogs that allow you to comment on them, since not every blog will allow you to make

comments. Video #3 - Backlink Ninja Trick - GOV Just like the video above, .GOV sites are seen in
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Google's eyes as high quality links. However, with .GOV sites, there are several things you need to be

aware of and be careful that you do not do. Obviously you are posting on Government related sites, so

there are some things you want to avoid. In this video you will also learn shortcuts to finding GOV blogs

that allow you to comment on them, since not every blog will allow you to make comments. Video #4 -

Backlink Ninja Trick - Articles Are Not Dead No, articles are not dead. The big recent Google slap has

scared many people because it cut sites like Ezinearticles.com's traffic almost in half. However, follow

these steps and create good quality content, and you will get good quality backlinks to your site. There's a

specific system you will learn in this video series that will allow you to go about doing this and not worry

about the next Google slap. Video #5 - SEO Trick - Facebook This is not necessarily a backlink trick, but

instead an SEO related trick. We thought we would add this one, because it's something you can do fast

and easy and get some good rankings. In this video, you will learn how to rank top 10 simply by creating

valuable facebook fan pages. Video #6 - Backlink Explosion Trick And Automation Want to explode your

link count in terms of quality links? In this video, you will learn a way to explode your backlinks thru

automation. While some automation can actually harm you, some can actually help you. In other words,

there is a good way of doing it and there's a bad way of doing it. Without giving everything away, we will

be dealing with software in this video, so it is merely optional in case you want to speed up the process of

backlink generation. Tags: seo
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